
Five power strategies for 
 more   effective teaching

“There’s more to life than 
teaching! It’s time to focus 
on learning!”

Steve Vorster, Economics teacher and expert Kognity author
Session presented at Engage by Kognity

Focusing on effectiveness
Classroom time is valuable. Teachers are always under pressure to get through course content, to differentiate 
instruction and to plan a wide range of activities. Efficiency is key.

That’s why Steve Vorster recommends these five power strategies for more effective teaching, based on Dr John 
Hattie’s research into the effectiveness of learning interventions. Steve uses these proven techniques in his own 
Economics classroom, and they work just as well in other subjects. Click here to watch the full webinar.

Steve’s Five Power Strategies

1 Cognitive task analysis

What is it? Getting students to analyze tasks that 
require higher-order thinking such as decision-
making, problem-solving and judgement

How can I use it? Problem-based learning; student 
collaboration on assignment planning and grading…

4 Conceptual change

What is it? Connecting new learnings to prior 
knowledge, addressing misconceptions

How can I use it? Identifying and discussing 
misconceptions; creating cognitive dissonance 
before guiding students towards correct concepts…

2 Self-reported grades

What is it? Establishing learners’ expectations, then 
pushing them to exceed these expectations

How can I use it? Consistent focus on growth 
mindset; formative assessments that build 
confidence; setting grade targets with students for 
summative assessments…

5 Self-regulated learning

What is it? Encouraging students to engage in conscious 

planning, monitoring and evaluation of learning

How can I use it? Teaching and promoting 

metacognition; modeling your own thinking; setting 

appropriate challenges to develop student metacognition

3 Classroom discussion

What is it? Creating an environment where 
everyone learns from each other, helping students 
to develop their communication skills

How can I use it? Asking different types of 
questions; making provocative statements to 
generate discussion; asking students to rank ideas 
by importance…

Kognity is the all-in-one, 
curriculum-aligned teaching 
and learning platform. 
We’re experts in combining 
pedagogy and technology.

Click here to explore how Kognity can 
elevate teaching and learning at your school
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